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US Fleet Tracking Details Several Ways Fleet Businesses Can Become "More
Automated" in 2015

Automated maintenance reminders are a great way to stay on top of business needs. US Fleet
Tracking tells provides expert advice on how businesses can benefit from this feature.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (PRWEB) January 07, 2015 -- Large fleet companies in the market for a new GPS
tracker system should be alerted to the fact that there are different types of GPS trackers. A large fleet will have
different needs than a small business with only two or three work trucks. One of the most strenuous things a
large fleet manager must deal with is ongoing vehicle maintenance. If companies have many vehicles and they
aren't sure which GPS tracker is right for them, a smart choice would be a GPS tracker that makes it easiest for
managers to stay on top of vehicle maintenance. It is no doubt that it would be bad for business should a vehicle
break down on the job.

When dealing with a large fleet it can become quite overwhelming to keep track of vehicle maintenance
schedules on such a large scale. Going from vehicle to vehicle to manually write down odometer readings is
very time consuming and getting these readings from drivers is not always reliable. Running a business has
enough time constraints without adding to them unnecessarily. If managers have a programmed GPS tracker
system to send them automated maintenance alerts they can plan ahead for the maintenance needs rather than
relying on old-fashioned paper documents to keep themselves informed.

A GPS tracker with maintenance alerting features can allow managers to enter in any type of maintenance
reminder based on mileage, run time hours or set dates. This could include reminders on services like the next
oil change, tire rotations and other preventative maintenance routines. Additionally, they could schedule
reminders for warranty expiration or vehicle tag renewal dates.

By being able to control the vehicle maintenance, managers will save on the extra costs associated with
breakdowns and employee downtime. With GPS trackers they could have the knowledge needed at their
fingertips within minutes, allowing them to spend their time more wisely doing more productive activities to
help the overall success of the business.

Give US Fleet Tracking a call to find out more at 405.726.9900! To view the current GPS Tracker selection
Click Here.
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Contact Information
Sam Sims
US Fleet Tracking
http://www.usfleettracking.com/
+1 405.726.9919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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